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Abstract - This paper addresses an important problem in the industry, that of automation precision
measurement and control processes. These are the sealing systems of certain products, such as
pistons, valves, syringes, housings, etc. In the automotive industry, the majority the housings are
made of cast aluminum. Indeed, cast aluminium transmission housings and pistons have been used
in cars and trucks and nowadays castings account for more than 50% of the aluminium used in
cars. The casting operation presents the risk of inclusions which may occur due to leakage. These
can cause major problems during operation. Because it is very important to check the tightness.
There are at least two methods of checking a tightness: Air-water microleakage measurement,
where the operating space is water and the check is air; Air-to-air microleakage measurement
where both the operating space and the agent of verification are air. In the first type of air-water
machines, verification is done by visual inspection of the presence of bubbles. In the second type,
the check is carried out with special equipment for microleakage measurement. The air operated
electronic device is designed for fracture detection using pneumatically actuated microleakage
measurement for walls of a work pieces. It is used in industry, especially in the automotive
industry, for presence detection of fractures in castings from high productivity production units.
Keywords: Mechatronic equipment, Pneumoelectronic measurement, Tightness detection.

1. Introduction

2. Operating Principle

The paper presents a complex mechatronic system
that can be used to detect tightness defects in cast
parts using the differential pneumoelectronic
method.
As it was said, checking the tightness is one of the
problems often encountered in industrial
manufacturing processes. These are the sealing
systems of certain products, such as pistons, valves,
syringes, housings, etc. In the automotive industry,
most housings are made of cast aluminum. The
casting operation presents the risk of inclusions that
may occur due to leakage. They can cause serious
accidents during operation. That is why it is very
important to check the tightness.
The presented electronic device is designed for
leak detection using pneumatically operated
microleakage measurement and refers to the walls of
a workpiece. It is used in industry, especially in the
automotive industry, to detect the presence of
fractures in cast parts in high productivity
production units.

The principle of operation is based on detection and
measuring
a
very
small
gradient
of
differential pressure between two enclosures, a one
standard and one test, both being fed at the same
pressure. The block diagram of the pneumatic
system is shown in the figure 1.

Figure 1: Block diagram of the pneumatic system
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In figure 2 is shown the time diagram of
operation of the pneumatic system [1].

b) Unified signal analog processing mode with
optical isolation
c) Conversion module AD
d) Processing data module
e) Communication data module

Figure 2: Time diagram of operation
Operating times:
→ waiting time is the time when obturation of
work pieces is performed before filling
with air
→ filling time is the time when pressure is
activated inside of standard and tested work
pieces. At the end of filling time the equipment
controls pressure stabilizat ion and displays if it
is not correct.
→ stabilization time is the standard and tested
filling and they are put under testing pressure. This
will be equilibrated between the two work pieces.
If the testing pressure is not correct (there is an
important leakage in one of the work piece), the
testing pressure decreases and the apparatus
signalize a fault.
→ measuring time is the standard and testing
work pieces are isolated from each other, the
differential transducer measures the pressure
difference from each other. The signal is
electronic converted and displayed, the work
piece is signalized as good or spoilage.
→ evacuation time is the exhaust air under
pressure.
All the time parameters in the cyclogram can be
preset by the program.

3. Block Diagram of the Experimental
Model
The block diagram of the experimental model is
shown in the figure 3.
It can be seen that from the point of view of the
electronic subassemblies the following blocks were
designed:
→ ME pneumoelectronic transducer
→ ME electronic data acquisition and transmission
block made up of the following modules:
a) Power source
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Figure 3: Block diagram of pneumoelectronic system
An important problem that had to be optimized
was the design of a voltage/current conversion
circuit for processing the signal given by the
differential pressure sensor. The voltage/current
conversion was analyzed in this project using the
AD693 transmitter (a monolithic integrated circuit)
and the differential pressure sensor connected in the
measurement bridge. A two-wire interface is
proposed, which meets the power requirements of
the sensor.
A variety of preamplifier schemes were analyzed
to amplify the signal from the sensor measurement
bridge to the conditions imposed by the AD693
transmitter.
Powering the measuring bridge is achieved by
using the reference voltage source built inside the
AD693 integrated circuit. This provides the ability to
provide the bridge sensor with a stabilized voltage
and with a low temperature drift coefficient.
This ensures the maintenance of the zero line of
the current from the output of the transmitter
(current offset). In the proposed solution, this is
achieved by passing the necessary signal through an
additional preamplifier.
A suitable method is proposed to obtain the
reference voltage, for translation to zero level, from
the internal reference source. This is done in current
generator mode as well as in voltage source mode.
Figure 4 shows the internal structure of the
AD693 monolithic current transmitter, according to
data from the catalog sheet [2].
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Paper [4] presents the main activities needed for
implementing a mechatronic equipment dedicated to
pneumoelectronic measuring device: planning and
configuration,
Figure 6 shows the schematic diagram of the
analogic interface with the differential pressure
sensor.

Figure 4: Internal structure of the AD693 Integrat
Circuit
The AD693 is a specialized integrated circuit for
conditioning the bridged signal from differential
pressure sensors to control a standard 4-20mA twowire transmission current loop.
An internal voltage reference and an auxiliary
amplifier are used to drive the transducer; Up to
3.5mA of excitation current is available when the
device is operated in loop-fed mode. Alternatively,
the device can be locally powered for three-wire
applications when 0-20mA operation is desired. The
pre-calibrated input ranges of 30 mV and 60 mV can
be set externally.
This hardware development system is build using
a controller using the evaluation kit of the ADuC834
from Analog Device with internal structure
presented in figure 5 [3].

Figure 6: The schematic diagram of the analogic
interface based of AD693
The input range from 1 mV to 100 mV can be
achieved with the addition of external resistors. The
output range and zero offset are also determined by
connecting the pins to obtain the standard 4–20 mA,
12 ± 8 mA and 0–20 mA ranges. Active laser cutting
of the AD693's thin film resistors results in high
levels of accuracy without the need for additional
adjustments and calibrations. Total unadjusted error
is tested on each device to be less than 0.5% of full
scale at +25°C and less than 0.75% over the
industrial temperature range.
The residual non-linearity is below 0.05%. The
AD693 also allows the use of an external pass
transistor to further reduce errors caused by selfheating.
Figure 7 shows the main evaluation board with
analogic parts and microcontroller.

Figure 5: Internal structure of the ADuC834

4. Adjusting
Equipment

and

Calibration

of

Adjusting of equipment is performed by setting the
pressure value at the required testing value by the
special button situated on the pressure controller
and main programable controller unit. Calibration is
performed using a calibrator-nozzle which is
mounted in the place of standard work piece.

Figure 7: The board with main controller, analogic
interface and command relay
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The purpose of designing the electronic circuit
was to achieve the following objectives:
→ supply with a higher current and voltage
→ ensuring the supply of the bridge sensor by a
constant current generator
→ simple preamplifier circuit to allow the input
signal to be properly amplified.
→ expanding the input to accept "bipolar" signals
The activities and results described in the paper
represent an implementation of the experience
obtained by the authors over the years in the field of
programmable
controller
equipment’s
and
pneumatical automation systems.

5. Hardware Implementation and the
Control Panel
The final assembled experimental mechatronic
system with panel with touch keyboard and LCD
display is showed in figure 9.
Figure 10: Inside view of the experimental system

6. Firmware Implementation
Automation Panel

Figure 9: Anssambled view of apparatus
The pneumatic elements, the differential
pressure sensor, the development board with the
ADUC834 microcontroller as well as the analog
circuit were placed in a box as showed in figure 10
where presented the inside assemblies of the
experimental system.
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of

the

The firmware of the automation module has been
developed using Keil tools. It consists of several
functions that are called continuously of getting
remote data.
Choosing the appropriate interface between the
sensing devices and the reading device has a
significant impact on system performance.
Modern digital electronics have sophisticated
transmission and protocols. In addition to the wellknown benefits that this approach has, it has some
disadvantages when applied to a system with a low
number of sensors.
Because the sensor wiring, the high price of the
smart sensors used, and some processing systems
that handle the communication protocols, no savings
can be made
Analog signal transmission faces cable-induced
noise. A choice between voltage or current signal
must be made. In general, the 4-20mA interface is
used in industry, due to its better immunity to noise.
The 4-20mA current interface is in high demand
in the field of industrial electronics, due to its high
signal-to-noise ratio, especially in high-noise
environments.
It has become a widespread standard and is
frequently encountered in many projects or schemes
that focus on the process of monitoring and control
and in data acquisition systems [5].
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The 4-20mA analog current interface is widely
applied in the field of industrial electronics due to its
high signal-to-noise ratio, especially in high-noise
environments.
Interest in this interface has not decreased over
time. A proof of this fact is the development of new
integrated circuits, for example AD693, AD694 and
XTR101, as well as the integration of extra digital
communication capabilities (for example the HART
protocol, some HONEYWELL solutions, etc.).
The main software functions are depicted in
Table 1.
Table 1. Main software functions
Name

Description of functionality

Setting the calibration data
SET Calibration
(internal parametters an gain) –
Data
Require admin password
Setting the three threeshold
SET Threshold
points for detection: good,
of detection
warning and bad
Read
Reads the status of the pressure
Actual
sensors and display print the
pressure
values
Implements a finite-state
SET Cyclogram machine for transitions between
time corners
the point of interrest and
displayed on and LCD panel
Start
Implements the actuation of the
Cycle
pneumatic cyclogram setting.
Stop
Stop any actions
Cycle
Manual
Each pneumatic path is
electrovalve
commanded manually on or off
command
using 24V relays
on/off

7. Results
The presented experimental results are obtained
using a standard pressure sensor and measuring the
generated current.
Figure 7 shows the pressure calculated as a
function of the output current and the relative error
at the scale head.
Figure 8 The pressure measured according to the
output current
The mechatronic system mentioned above is an
integral part of a complex mechatronic equipment
used for the development of tightness measurement
and detection used in Automotive Industry.

Technical characteristics:
→ precision of measuring: 5 Pa
→ fidelity error: ±2,5 Pa
→ measurement mode: setting on computer
→ tension/frequency: 220±10% V c.a / 50±2 Hz
→ measurement domain: leakage detection of
→ 0-500 Pa (1Pa=10-5bar);
→ total time for measurement: variable,
max.60 sec;
→ pressure supply/measuring pressure: min.
4 bar/ 0,5-1,2 bar.

8. Conclusions
The prototype developed for the realization of the
high-sensitivity differential pressure measurement
system can be used to detect micro-leaks and has
excellent performance.
The 4-20 mA interface allows precision
measurements in various measuring and control
applications compatible with similar sensors.
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